Abstract. This paper encompasses the work from numerical model by investigating the compression response of CFRP composite cylinder shells. The aim of this paper is to improve the reliability of NASA SP-8007 design guideline. The cylinder geometrical imperfections were tested through numerical modelling and validate with the experiment results. Good results comparison has been obtained through the work with small amount of errors. The cylinder shell load carrying capacity has been improved by average of 56% through imperfection study. This work builds confidence in the future use of non-linear finite element for the design of composite cylinder subjected to axial compression load.
Introduction
In modern era of aerospace design, shell structures are designed to support combinations of internal pressure and mechanical loads during service time. The high strength-to-weight and high stiffness-to-weight ratios of advanced composite materials offer significant weight reduction potential for these types of structures. For economical and safety reasons, it is desirable to design shells with a favourable strength to weight ratio and sufficiently small imperfection sensitivity, respectively. Thin walled circular cylindrical shells are characterised by an outstanding load carrying capacity and for that reason these kinds of shells are an important structural element in aerospace industry. However, as shown by numerous experiments, specimens of these shells normally fail at loads that are merely a fraction of their analytical bifurcation load.
Large series of tests were conducted during the past 50 years to determine the lower boundaries of cylinder buckling loads lead to the design profile like NASA SP-8007 illustrated in Fig.  1 . NASA SP-8007 gives a design guideline of cylindrical shell knockdown factors that relatively conservative. In Fig. 1 taken from knockdown factors, ρ the relationship originated from experimental buckling load and those computed by applying classic buckling theory for axially compressed cylinder are depending on slenderness. The knockdown factors decrease with increasing slenderness [1] . The curved fitted in Fig. 1 was design at the lowest bound of knockdown factors, ρ treated to be the safest load that the cylinder can carry with the specific radius and thickness. Thus the cylinder load carrying capability on specific design becomes small and dependent on imperfection sensitivity [2] [3] . Hilburger et al. [3] recalculate the knockdown factors more rigorously. The team conducting controlled trials in a special facility at Marshall Space Flight Centre. Their work will be the basis for new knockdown factors. This paper describes the results from numerical model by investigating the compression response of CFRP composite cylinder shell. The results of Bisagni et al. [4] were successfully validated in this study via ABAQUS/Explicit v6.10. The aim of this paper is to improve the reliability of NASA SP-8007 design guideline. The effect of geometrical imperfection was investigated via numerical approach. Then the influence of the cylinder knockdown factor associated with the maximum buckling load is presented. Finally, important conclusions obtained from the study are given. 
Investigation of composite cylinder knockdown factor
Knockdown factor by NASA SP-8007. In this study a composite cylinder (R/t = 265) with 4 layers are referred through NASA SP-8007 guideline, the knockdown factor ρ obtained to be approximately 0.3. Then the buckling load of the perfect structure P perfect has to be multiplied by knockdown factor, ρ from NASA SP-8007 guideline. The calculated cylinder design load, P design load through NASA SP-8007 was marked to be 108 kN. This approach to shell buckling design remains prominent in industry practice, as evidenced by the extensive use of the NASA space vehicle design criteria [5] [6] [7] . The shell design buckling formulation is given in equation (1) 
Finite element modelling. A typical Finite Element (FE) model of the shells analysed in this study is described in fig.2 (a).The shell has a radius of 350 mm and 520 mm long. The cylinder consist of four-ply CFRP laminated shells with stacking sequences of [0/45/-45/0]. The nominal lamina ply thickness is 0.33 mm resulting in a total wall thickness of 1.32 mm. The lamina material properties are summarized in Table 1 . The density of the cylinder shell is 1.32 x 10 -8 kg/mm 3 . The FE model of composite cylinder shells in this study contain approximately 11660 four-node doubly curved, reduced integration, hourglass control, shell element, using five-degrees of freedom per node designated S4R in ABAQUS. The numbers of mesh element was taken after conducted several convergence tests.
The cylinder boundary condition is modelled by applying the axial compression load at the top of the shell in z-direction while the bottom of the shell is fixed in the whole Cartesian direction. The initial stage of simulations was performed by eigenvalue analysis. The first five eigenvalues are examined and their respective critical buckling load was calculated to be P crit 240 kN. The FE model of the geometrically perfect shells was modified to include the effects of various geometric imperfection shapes. Initial geometric imperfection shape was included in the FE models by introducing an initial out-of plane perturbation to each node of the mesh that based on eigenvalue analysis modeshape. The load-controlled displacement, ∆U of 3 mm is used in slow dynamic compression analysis. Typical axial compressed cylindrical shells specimen showed in Fig. 2(b) .The loading platform is pushed by hydraulic ram against four ball screw support located at four corners of the plotting platform. .10 are much higher than experimental value for the perfect model. However by adding initial imperfections to the numerical model, it decreases the buckling load. Thus it confirms that the drop of the critical load is dependent on the shape and magnitude of the imperfections. In this study fractions of shell thickness were used as imperfection amplitudes. Buckling loads obtained by idealized FE models with different imperfection amplitudes are summarized in Table 3 . From the results, it shows that it possible to predict a series of buckling loads for various type of imperfects cylinders. The result of 10% imperfection amplitude gives a good agreement with Exp#1 with 5% of error. Then by updating the model with 20% imperfection amplitude it results a significant drop of FE model compared to 10% imperfect amplitude by 14%. However by having 20% imperfection, the FE model showed to be identical with Exp#3.By considering that no initial geometric imperfection study has been conducted experimentally, the results highlighted on the importance of initial imperfection. Thus, further study on buckling of imperfect shell cylinder is needed. This can be made by examined the whole cylinder geometry and calibrate it with numerical model along with a reliable experiment setup in order to investigate the imperfection sensitivity. The load-displacement curve is given in Fig. 3 (a) indicated as a guide of shell compressive response. The axial load, P and end-shortening is normalized to the linear critical buckling load, P crit and nominal shell wall thickness, t of 240 kN and 1.32 mm respectively. General instability occurs at normalized axial load of 0.75, labelled by letter A. The instability response at point A is followed by a sudden reduction of axial load at point B -D that associated with shell transient collapse. Then it reached to steady state value at point D -E. The reduction of shell axial stiffener is associated with the slope at postbuckling region. The shell reached to it stable-equilibrium postbuckling condition after approximately 0.007 seconds. Composite shell improvement knockdown factor. The shell design load P design load has been calculated to be 108kN which associate with 0.45 knockdown factors, ρ. However the knockdown factor from 10% and 20% of imperfection shell was found to be 0.76 and 0.65 respectively. From the results of the imperfection sensitivity the load carrying capacity (LCC) could be increased in range of 44% to 68%. Thus according to [5] , this approach would reduce the shell structure weight by several percent. Table 3 represented the comparison results on predicting the shell design load, P design load through NASA SP-8007 and imperfections approach. The improvement of load carrying capacity by average of 56% for 4-ply CFRP laminate is due to it highly response on imperfection sensitivity. Through it fine imperfection sensitivity, NASA SP-8007 can be treated as none conservative design guideline. However with lay-up laminate plies that exhibit low imperfection sensitivity, then NASA SP-8007 can be regard as a very conservative and it can overestimate the influence of imperfections. Therefore it can lead to inconsistency on predicting the cylindrical shell knockdown factor, ρ. 
Conclusion
In this study, the buckling behaviour of the composite cylinder with various imperfection amplitudes using FE models was performed and validated with experiment results. From the investigation, good agreement was found between FE prediction and experimental results. The current cylinder design process according to NASA SP-8007 shows its limitation to the lower-bound buckling load and conservative on predicting the design load. In contrast, the FE prediction on buckling load with imperfection approach was less conservative and not restricted to the lower-bound of the buckling load. By investigating the imperfections sensitivity, it was found to have the major influence on the shell buckling load prediction.
